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Mark 4:21-41

In Mark chapter 4 we have recorded four parables that Jesus told and the account of the

stilling of the storm.

Parables have been defined as earthly stories with profound spiritual application.

Jesus often spoke in parables.  The parable entertained the many who were merely

curious.  They also enlightened the few who genuinely sought to know God's message.

William Barclay, to whom I owe many of the thoughts in this message, points out that in

vv 21-25 we have four different sayings of Jesus.

In v 21 Jesus talks about the lamp.

In v 22 Jesus talks about the revealing of secret things.

In v 24 Jesus says we will receive back with the same measure we have given.

In v 25 Jesus says to him who has more shall be given.

In Mark's gospel these verses come one after another in immediate succession.

But these sayings are scattered all  over Matthew's gospel.

Mark 4 v 21 is recorded in Matthew 5:15.

Mark 4 v 22 is recorded in Matthew 10:26.

Mark 4 v 24 is recorded in Matt. 7:2.

Mark 4 v 25 is recorded in Matt. 13:12 and 25:29.

Barclay points out two things about these verses.

1st, clearly they are not connected.  We must take them one by one.

2nd, the reason these verses are listed here in Mark in consecutive order and are scattered

all over Matthew's gospel is probably that theses are sayings Jesus used often.

Jesus had a unique command of language.  He could say the most vivid and pithy things.

He could say things that stuck in the memory and refused to be forgotten.

As He moved from place to place He probably repeated many of these pithy sayings.

Men remembered the vivid sayings which refused to be forgotten.  They forgot the
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occasion but remembered the saying.

So we will look at these vivid sayings and examine them individually.

v 21 concerns the lamp which is not put under a measure or a bed.

A lamp is meant to be seen and to allow men to be able to see.  It is put in a place where it

will be visible to all.

Barclay suggests two applications:

1st, Truth is meant to be seen.

Truth is not meant to be concealed.

There are times when to tell the truth will be dangerous.  It may lead to persecution or

trouble.  But the true Christian will always stand for the truth.  I personally believe that the

time may be coming when the Christian organization or business will not be allowed to

exclude people from their workplace or ministry who are not Christian.  I believe this will

include those who believe and practice different moral lifestyles than the Bible teaches.

This may even include forcing Christian ministries or churches or organizations to hire

men and women who do not profess faith in Christ or who are atheist in their beliefs.

Christian ministers may be required to perform same-sex weddings.

If we are forced to make these choices we need to remember it is better to obey God

rather than man.  We need to be willing to stand for the truth even if it results in personal

harm to us.

The truth is meant to be seen.

A recent issue of World magazine featured an article entitled No Pray Zone?: How the US

Military is Fighting Religious Liberty.

Some excerpts from it:

Quote,

Chaplains are pursuing their mission in a military suddenly hostile to

Christianity and ready to suppress religious freedom
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This year: An Idaho Air Force base removes a painting called “Blessed Are

the Peacemakers” because it references a Bible verse.

Also this year: An Army Reserve training brief on hate groups declares that

evangelical Christians and Roman Catholics are extremists as dangerous as al-

Qaeda. A commander tells a chaplain to “stay in your lane” when he offers

spiritual advice about the military’s exploding sexual assault problem.

Last year: A superior tells an Air Force major to remove from his desk the

Bible he had kept there for 23 years. An Army lieutenant colonel instructs his

subordinates to recognize the “religious right in America” as a domestic hate

group like the KKK and Neo-Nazis. An Army master sergeant with 25 years of

service faces punishment for serving Chick-fil-A sandwiches at his promotion

party.

Two years ago: Christian prayers banned at veteran funeral services in

Houston’s National Cemetery. Bibles temporarily banned at Walter Reed

Army Medical Center. A Christian cross banned from a military chapel in

Afghanistan. A chaplain called into his supervisor’s office and chewed out for

closing a prayer with the words “In Jesus’ name.”

[One man stood for the truth..]

This May, frustrated with the weight of evidence, Coast Guard Rear

Admiral William Lee broke rank, throwing out his prepared text at

Washington’s National Day of Prayer event (see video below).

“They expect us to check our religion in at the door—don’t bring that here,”
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Lee said. “Leaders like myself are feeling the constraints of rules and

regulations and guidance issued by lawyers that put us in a tighter and tighter

box regarding our constitutional right to express our religious faith.… Pray

that we will be able to weather the storm.” Lee received five standing

ovations.

Capitol Hill lawmakers are taking notice. In June, Rep. John Fleming, R-La.,

successfully inserted into a Defense spending bill an amendment stating

military personnel will have freedom of conscience and will not be disciplined

for their religious beliefs. At the chaplains’ conference Doug Lee

commented… “Isn’t it tragic that we have to have a special paragraph that

would insist on your First Amendment rights which are clearly spelled out

already?…That’s where we are.”

But President Barack Obama, when he signed the larger bill into law, said

the protections were “unnecessary” and “ill-advised.” Six months later the

Obama administration has refused to issue regulations to enforce the

protections.

The Obama administration issued a statement on June 11 saying it “strongly

objects” to a new religious liberty amendment: It would have a “significant

adverse effect on good order, discipline, morale and mission accomplishment.”

The Administration did not object to an amendment offered last month by

Rep. Jared Polis, D-Colo., that would create atheist chaplains.

An Air Force statement this spring said service members could “express

their personal religious beliefs as long as it does not make others

uncomfortable.” Many chaplains wondered who would be deciding what is

uncomfortable—and would this definition change over time?

“I think a time is shortly coming when chaplains who speak out on moral

issues and on issues of community standards are going to be told go find a new
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job,” said Chuck Williams, an Army chaplain based in Hawaii.

The chaplains also say the assault on religious liberty in the military, if

allowed to stand, could expand to society at large. The military has often been

a touchstone for cultural change: “It is just a matter of time before these same

challenges are going to come to the local church,” said one chaplain who asked

not to be identified because he had received direct orders from his commander

not to talk to the media. “You have your head in the sand if you think that you

are protected behind the church.”

I think that in light of these and other things happening in our nation the Christian needs

to think through his/her faith so he/she will be able to resist the temptation to yield or

compromise what he/she believes if forced to choose between the truth or error.

Barclay says,

In every walk of life there are times when we know quite well what the

truth demands, what is the right thing to do, what a Christian man ought to

do; In every walk of life there are times when we fail to do it, because it would

be to court unpopularity and perhaps worse.  We ought to remember that the

lamp of truth is something to be held aloft and not concealed in the interests

of a cowardly safety.

Truth is meant to be seen.

2nd… A second truth is: Our Christianity is meant to be seen.

In the early church to show one's Christianity sometimes meant death.

The Roman empire was vast and covered many different nationalities and religions.  In

order to try to bring a sense of unity, emperor worship was established.  The emperor was

worshipped as a God.

On a certain day it was required that everyone come and sacrifice to the godhead of the
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emperor.  It was a test of political loyalty.  After a man had sacrificed to the emperor he

received a certificate stating that he had made the sacrifice.  Then he could go and worship

any god he wanted to.

All the Christian had to do was go through the formal act and receive the certificate, and

he was safe.  History records that thousands of Christians died rather than bow to the

emperor.

They could have easily concealed the fact that they were Christians.  They could have

gone on being Christians in secret.

To them their Christianity was something which had to be attested and witnessed to in

the presence of men.

They were proud that all should know where they stood.

We owe our Christian faith to them today.

Barclay says, "It is often easier to keep quiet the fact that we belong to Christ and His

church; but our Christianity should always be like the lamp that can be seen of all men."

One of the commentaries says, "God's truth requires a clear and helpful explanation to the

world.  We dare not hide something as important as God's truth in a closet.  How vocal and

active is your witness?  Maybe it's time to bring it out of hiding."

vv 22-23 talk about the truth that cannot be suppressed.

Jesus believed that the truth could not be hidden.

There is something about the truth that is indestructible.

Men may refuse to accept it.  They may try to suppress it.  They may try to obliterate it,

but in the end it will prevail.

In the early 16th century Copernicus made the discovery that the earth was not the center

of the universe, that the earth goes around the sun.  The Catholic church taught that the

earth was the center of the universe, that the sun goes around the earth.  To believe

otherwise was heresy.  For thirty years he kept his secret to himself.  On his deathbed he

persuaded a terrified printer to print his truth.

In the early 17th century Galileo accepted Copernicus' theory.
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He was summoned to the inquisition in Rome, and his beliefs were condemned.

The judgment of the inquisition was:

The first proposition that the sun is the centre and does not revolve about

the earth, is foolish, absurd, false in theology, and heretical because contrary

to holy scripture.  The second proposition, that the earth is not the center, but

resolves about the sun, is absurd, false in philosophy, and from a theological

point of view at least, opposed to the true faith.

Galileo gave in.  It was easier to conform than to die.  For years he was silent.  Then a new

Pope, Urban the Eighth, came to power.  Galileo thought Urban may see it his way and gave

Urban his belief that the sun was the center of the universe.

This time he had to sign a recantation or undergo torture.

Of course we know today that the church was wrong.  The truth is that the sun is the

center of the universe.  The earth does revolve around the sun.

Truth may be attacked, delayed, suppressed, mocked: but in the end truth prevails.

You and I must always be sure that we are fighting for the truth and not against the truth.

We may be so sure we are right that we ignore the Holy Spirit directing us into some

other truth than the truth we think we are standing for.

v 24 speaks of the balance of life.

In life there is always a balance.  A man's getting will be determined by his giving.

Barclay suggests this is true of study and worship.

The more we study the more we will benefit.

We will receive in proportion to the time and effort that we spend upon study.

This is true of worship.

In worship we can come entirely to get.

If we do we will probably be critical of how the service was conducted.

We must remember that we are here to give worship as a corporate act.  Each of us can

contribute to that worship.

Instead of the question "What can I get?" our question should be "What can I contribute to

this service?".
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We may come without expectation just because it is the thing to do.  It is a habit we have

gotten into.

But we must remember we come to meet God to worship Him.

We may come without preparation.

The rush and hurry of life often means there is no preparation of mind and heart.

What a difference it would make if before we came there was a moment or two of quiet

and prayer to God.

In v 25 Jesus talks about the law of increase.

If one has more will be given—If one does not have he will lose even what he has.  This

law is true in so many things in life.  One cannot learn a language till one learns the

alphabet.

It is true in the physical body.

Exercise a muscle and it will grow.

Neglect to exercise, and it will grow weaker.

It is true with responsibility.  The more responsibility we take the more we will be

capable of doing.

It is true in the Christian life.  The more faithfully we serve God the more responsibility

He will give to us.

The closer we follow in obedience the more Christlike we will become.

In vv 26-29 Jesus tells us the kingdom of God is like a man casting seed upon the earth.

This parable is only related for us by Mark.

The kingdom of God means the reign of God, the time when God's will will be done as

perfectly in earth as it is in heaven.

There are many truths in this parable.

1. It tells us of the helplessness of man.

The farmer sows the seed.  He cannot make it grow.

The secret of life and growth lies within the seed.

No man has ever created life.  God creates life.  We can discover things, rearrange things.
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We do not create life.  God does.

Just so we cannot create the kingdom of God.  We can hinder it.  We can make it easier

for the kingdom to come, but it is God and God's power that creates the kingdom of God.

2. It tells us something about the kingdom.

Jesus often used illustrations from nature to illustrate the kingdom of God.

a. Nature's growth is often imperceptible.

When I visit my garden every day I can hardly notice an difference in the plants.  When I

go away for a week and return the difference is astonishing.

God's kingdom is slowly growing.  Over the years its growth can be seen.  150 years ago

men owned and abused fellow human beings.  Today that is against the law.  God's kingdom

has been compared to yeast working its way through a loaf.  It is continually growing.

b. Nature's growth is constant.

Night and day even while the farmer sleeps growth continues.  I'm told that if you stand

in the middle of a cornfield during the growing season you can hear the corn growing.

God's kingdom is constantly growing.

c. Nature's growth is inevitable.

There is nothing so powerful as growth.  A tree can split a concrete pavement with the

power of its growth.

A weed can push its head through asphalt.  Nothing can stop its growth.

So it is with the kingdom.  Even with man's rebellion and disobedience God's work will go

on.  Nothing in the end can stop the purposes of God.

3. It tells us there will be a consummation.

There is a day when harvest comes.

The good is gathered in the weeds and tares are destroyed.
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Harvest and judgment go hand in hand.  When we think of the coming judgment day we

think of three things.

a. It is a call to patience.

We work in time and space.  We think of the moment.

God has all eternity to work.  The Psalmist says, For a thousand years in thy sight
are but as yesterday when it is past,

or as a watch in the night1.

Instead of our fretful, irritable human hastiness we should cultivate in our souls the

patience which has learned to wait on God.

b. It is a call to hope.

Today in today's world it is easy to dwell on the negative.  All around us it seems as if the

adversary is prevailing.  God's kingdom is suffering from assaults on every side.  God's Word

is not looked upon as authoritative.  Its principles and commands are ignored or disobeyed.

The church seems to be walking hand and hand with the world.

But the God we serve is the God of hope.  The battle has been won.  God's side will win.

There may be remorse, regret, even tragedy, but in the end God's side, God's kingdom will

prevail.

The poet has written:

Workman of God!  O lose not heart.

But learn what God is like,

And in the darkest battle-field,

Thou shalt know where to strike.

For right is right, since God is God,

And right the day must win:

                                                          
1The Revised Standard Version, Electronic edition., Ps 90:4 (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos
Research Systems, Inc., 1971).
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To doubt would be disloyalty,

To falter would be sin.

c. It is a call to be prepared.

Today is the accepted time.  Now is the day of salvation.

We have not been promised hope for salvation after the day of grace has passed.

One of these days the eastern sky will split.  Jesus will return for those who have prepared

to meet Him.  Sadly, for those who have not prepared it will be too late.

It will be too late to prepare when He comes.  Preparation must be made while the door of

grace is open.  When it closes it will be too late.

Barclay says,

If we live in patience which cannot be defeated, in hope which cannot

despair, and in preparation which ever sees life in the light of eternity, we

shall by the grace of God, be ready for His consummation when it comes.

In vv 30-32 we have the parable of the mustard seed.

The black mustard is cultivated for the yellow mustard some of us love.  In Bible times its

oil was extracted for use.  It is an unusual herb.  It had exceeding tiny seeds, possibly smaller

than any other Bible seed.  It grows to a height of 12 to 15 feet.  Its stems are stout enough

for birds to sit on them.

William Thomson, writing around 1900 in The Land and the Book, tells of uprooting a

mustard tree over 12 feet tall.  In the Holy Land he tells of pushing through a stand of

mustard which was over his head even while he was on horseback.

He says he saw little birds "lodge in the branches of the scrub".

To a first-century Palestinian Jew two pictures would be associated with the mention of

the mustard.
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First…

In Palestine the mustard seed stood for the smallest possible thing.

The saying "faith as a grain of mustard seed" stands for the smallest conceivable amount of

faith.

Second, one of the ways to describe a great empire was to describe it as a tree, and the

nations within it as birds finding shelter within the shadow of its branches.

The parable says:

1. "Never be discouraged by small beginnings."

it may seem for the moment that the kingdom is having very little effect.

Barclay sites the example of a large vat of water which is tinted with dye.  Drop by drop

the dye is introduced.  At first the effect is imperceptible.  Drop by drop the dye is

introduced till suddenly the water begins to tinge with color.  Bit by bit the color deepens till

the whole vat is colored.  Often it seems that God's kingdom is having little effect, but like

the ink and the yeast the kingdom will spread through the whole world.

2. The church is an empire in which all nations meet.

Once a new church was being built. One of its great features was to be a

stained glass window. The committee in charge searched for a subject for the

window and finally decided on the lines of the hymn,

"Around the throne of God in heaven

Thousands of children stand."

They employed a great artist to paint the picture from which the window

would be made. He began the work and fell in love with the task. Finally he

finished it. He went to bed and fell asleep but in the night he seemed to hear a

noise in his studio; he went into the studio to investigate; and there he saw a
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stranger with a brush and a palette in his hands working at his picture. "Stop!"

he cried. "You'll ruin my picture." "I think," said the stranger," "that you have

ruined it already." "How that?" said the artist. "Well," said the stranger, "you

have many colours on your palette but you have used only one for the faces of

the children. Who told you that in heaven there were only children whose

faces were white?" "No one," said the artist. "I just thought of it that way."

"Look!" said the stranger. "I will make some of their faces yellow, and some

brown, and some black, and some red. They are all there, for they have all

answered my call" "Your call?" said the artist. "Who are you?" The stranger

smiled. "Once long ago I said, `Let the children come to me and don't stop

them, for of such is the Kingdom of Heaven'--and I'm still saying it." Then the

artist realized that it was the Master himself, and as he did so, he vanished

from his sight. The picture looked so much more wonderful now with its black

and yellow and red and brown children as well as white.

In the morning the artist awoke and rushed through to his studio. His

picture was just as he had left it; and he knew that it had all been a dream.

Although that very day the committee was coming to examine the picture he

seized his brushes and his paints, and began to paint the children of every

colour and of every race throughout all the world. When the committee

arrived they thought the picture very beautiful and one whispered gently,

"Why! It's God's family at home."

Barclay concludes,

The church is the family of God; and that church which began in Palestine,

small as the mustard seed, has room in it for every nation in the world.  There

are no barriers in the church of God.  Man made barriers and God in Christ

tore them down.

vv 33-34 show us how Jesus was a wise teacher with wise learners.

Two things the wise teacher must resist…
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1st, he must avoid all self-display.

It's not about him.  He must never draw attention to himself.

He must point to the savior.

He must talk to the level of his students.

Nothing is gained by talking over their heads.

A good teacher must be in love with his subject and not in love with himself.

2nd, he must avoid a sense of superiority.

The wise teacher had better know more than the students, but he must never act or feel

superior to them.

True teaching consists of learning things together.

The wise teacher must speak so his pupils can comprehend.

The wise teacher must be patient.

The wise teacher must be kind.

We see all these qualities in the teaching of Jesus.

This passage also tells us something about the wise learner.

a. The wise learner thinks over what he has learned.

We have a perfect illustration of this in the lowly dairy cow.  She grazes for a while.  Then

she lays down and says to stomach number 3, "Push up a little grass."  Then she chews it.

Back and forth it goes till it is thoroughly digested.

That is a picture of the wise learner who chews and ruminates over what he has learned

until it becomes part of him.

b. The wise learner seeks the master's company.

After Jesus spoke the crowds went away.  A small company of disciples and followers

lingered with him.  To them He unfolded the meaning of everything.

Christ's message that He spoke was important.  More important was His life itself.

The man who wishes to learn from Christ must spend much time with Christ.
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vv 35-41 speak of the stilling of the storm.

The lake of Galilee was notorious for its storms.  They came literally out of the blue with

shattering and terrifying suddenness.

One writer describes them like this:

It is not unusual to see terrible squalls hurl themselves, even when the sky

is perfectly clear, upon these waters which are ordinarily so calm.  The

numerous ravines which to the north-east and east debouch upon the upper

part of the lake operate as so many dangerous defiles in which the winds from

the heights of Hauran, the plateaux of Trachonitis, and the summit of Mount

Hermon are caught and compressed in such a way that, rushing with

tremendous force through a narrow space and then being suddenly released,

they agitate the little Lake of Gennesaret in the most frightful fashion.

The traveler on the lake had always to face the possibility of such storms.  Approx. 10

years ago during a season of extreme drought two Israelis saw some strange wooden pieces

sticking out of the mud on the Sea of Galilee.  It was a section that had not been dry for

years.  Archeologists were called.  The result was the "Jesus boat".  it was incredibly fragile.

It was encased in foam and taken to a special building where they injected it with a special

plastic which gave the fragile wood body and strength.  Today you can go to the museum and

view the special boat.  Scholars believe it dates from the time of Jesus.  It may even be the

boat He sailed in.

It is interesting to note that the words used by Jesus to hush the storm are exactly the

same as the words He said to the demon-possessed man in Mark 1:25.

Jesus was with them in the boat.  When storms of sorrow, anxiety or problems rage

against us we need to remember He is with us in our boat of life.

The enemy of peace is worry, worry for ourselves, worry about the unknown future,

worry about those we love.  Jesus speaks to us of a father whose hand will never cause His

child a needless tear and of a love beyond which we or those we love can never drift.  In the

storms of life He brings us the peace of the love of God.
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The Life Application Commentary closes the passage with these words:

When caught in the storms of life, it is easy to think that God has lost

control and that we are at the mercy of the winds of fate.  In reality, God is

sovereign.  He controls the history of the world as well as our personal

destinies.  Just as Jesus calmed the waves, He can calm whatever storms you

may face.
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